|y r y|<tf i = 1,2; d> 0.
It is also assumed that lim .
ΔΪ J dy P(t,y,t+4tty,| ) a 0 . (8) |yryl><*"
In paper [l] a generalization of equation (6) to the case of non-markovian processes was given.Namely it was proved the following. In this paper the following questions will be considered: I. A generalization of theorem 1. II.Some conditions that a process will tie a Markov process in the wide sense.
III. The unique solution of some differential partial equations, IV. A correction concerning paper [9] . Equations (5), (5'), (6)* for Markov processes are proved under different conditions. They are given for example in [3] -23 - since by putting t^ = t2, y^ ¿ y2 w ® obtain a contradicting condition in (2). Thus all considerations must concern only the values outside S. It is also evident that the limit lim H(t1 -At, y1,t1,y2,t3,y3)
can bè considered only in the case |y2~y-|| ~~'" ® ought to be lim H(t1-4t,y2,t2,y2,t3,y3) = P(t2,y2,t3,y3) .
Prom the definitions of functions Ρ and Η it follows that H(t2,y2,t2,y2,t3,y3) = P(t2,y2,t3,y3) .
Moreover we shall assume that for j y2-y-j| ^ cT ldjn ^ [H(t2-Atfy1ft2,y2,t3,y3)-P(t2fy2,t3,y3)] = 0 . Relation (31) has the same form as in the case of Markov process. Then repeating the reasoning used for Markov process in virtue of (31) we get the thesis of theorem 4. Now we are going to give some conditions that a process is a Markov process in the wide sense* We assume that' there exists a transition density t, equation C5') holds and functions f, a^ (i =» 1f2) satisfy some additional regularity conditions, which will he specified in progress of succesive considerations.
Let us consider equation (5'). Let the coefficients a^ be such that this equation has a unique solution (some additional marginal conditions may be added).
Multiplying ( Then the considered process is a Markov process in the wide sense.
The analogical reasoning can be given with respect to equations (5) and (6).
III. Let us denote by Κ the class of probability density functions f such that:
1° I = (0, +00) it follows that f., Ut) = ¿t" 1/p .
We shall find a solution of equations C5' ), (6) in the class K.
The assumption that the function is analytic is one of the fundamental assumption in the theory of partial differential equations [7] Taking into account (39), (39'), (40), (40*) and remark 1 it is easy to verify that all the assumptions of the theorem 3 are satisfied.
Finding the partial derivatives one can verify that (35) satisfies equations (5) and (6).
-37 -Now we are going to show that (35) is the unique solution in the class Κ of equations (5) and (6).
In virtue of (34) and assumption 3° we can write f(t1ty1ft2,y2) = (pAt)" 1/ P f2(Zl,z2) .
According to assumption 3° we substitute
Taking into account (38), (38') and (41) we have at. f(t1,y1,t2,y2) = f(t1,y1,t2,y2) (42)
It follows from (42) -(44) that equations (5') and (6) can now be written in the following form df,
The function f^ is analytical, hence the function f^ is also analytical. Therefore we can write
Now we shall find conditions, which the functions σ^(ζ^) must satisfy·»
Substituting (47) into (45) and ( In the case A in virtue of (51' ) it must be c k = 0 for 1 < k < p-1 , -40 - 
Differentiating (51) we get
Equation (48) Thus the unique solution in the class Κ of equations (42), (43) is (35).
How we shall-consider the case Β i,e, the casetp-1-d is a natural number. Let us denote IT = p-1-d. In virtue of (51) it must be 0^=0 for 1 < k ¿ p-1 except perhaps k=N therefore instead of (52) we get
If we repeat all the previous reasoning, we get for k = = U+rp function c^ of shape (6l).It is easy to verify that (62), (63) must be satisfied. Now we are going to show that 
In virtue of (62) and (63) we have
. , TT Ν ' r = 1»2,... -.48 -
